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What is antisemitism?

Simply put, antisemitism is hatred, discrimination and prejudice towards and against Jews, in
other words anti-Jewish racism.1 In 2016, the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance

(IHRA) adopted a Working Definition of antisemitism, which has also been formally adopted by
the Government and all other major political parties in the United Kingdom. It states that:

‘Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews,
which may be expressed as hatred toward
Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations
of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or
non-Jewish individuals and/or their property,
toward Jewish community institutions and
religious facilities.’2
Antisemitism works in a slightly unusual way, in that it
both ‘punches up’ as well as ‘punching down’. Racism
tends to treat its targets as primitive, animalistic, lowly,
inhumane and worthless - and this is certainly true of
antisemitism, which often presents Jews as degenerate
and genetically defective. That’s the punching down.
However, antisemitism also tends to also portray Jews as
cunning, all-powerful liars and manipulators who control
world politics, the banks, and global media - therefore also
‘punching up’. In this racist world view, every individual
Jew is falsely viewed as working as part of a global plot, a
collective, and cannot be trusted.

1. https://www.cst.org.uk/antisemitism/definitions
2. https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/uk-governments-adoption-of-the-ihra-definition-of-antisemitism/
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When did antisemitism start? Did it start with the
Holocaust?

No, antisemitism did not begin with the Nazis and did not end in 1945, even though people
sometimes assume this to be the case. Antisemitism has widely been described as ‘The Longest
Hatred’, with roots in the Roman era and the antisemitic allegation that the Jewish people were

collectively responsible for the death of Jesus Christ.3 Over millennia, anti-Jewish ideas and

hostilities have taken many forms, each reflecting key aspects of society throughout history.
Jews have been blamed for many world and social ills, including the Black Death, capitalism,
communism, inciting revolution and wars. History shows that increases in antisemitism often warn

of growing extremism or division within society as a whole. Because of this, antisemitism has
often been referred to as ‘the canary in the coalmine’.

How bad is
antisemitism today in
the UK?

Racist attacks and incidents against Jews
are sadly a regular occurance, with verbal

abuse against Jewish people in public
places being the single largest category
of such antisemitism. As an extension of

‘public places’, social media platforms are
increasingly growing arenas for the spread
of antisemitism and antisemitic conspiracy
theories, such as the notion that Jews are
responsible for Covid-19.

According to data collated by the police and the Community Security Trust (CST), a Jewish
security organisation, antisemitic hate crimes and incident levels show unprecedented highs in

successive years between 2016 to 2019. In 2019, there were 1,433 recorded antisemitic incidents

3. https://antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Web-2020-What-is-Antisemitism.pdf
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of abusive behaviour, and 157 recorded cases of physical assault - the highest ever recorded.4

Generally speaking, opinion polling about Jews, including the most detailed ever such study
conducted by the CST and the Institute for Jewish Policy Research, suggests that less than 10%

of the British public could reasonably be called antisemitic. Nevertheless, the research showed

that antisemitic attitudes were found in some 30% of the British public, meaning that, in general,
Jewish people have a one in three chance of encountering antisemitic sentiments.5

What about Israel and Zionism?

Historically, antisemitism has persistently included allegations of Jewish conspiracy, immorality
wealth, power and hostility to all others.

Today, these themes are far too often found within discourse about ‘Zionists’ or the ‘Jewish lobby’,
with British Jews labelled as being foreign agents for Israel. Many of the antisemitic charges
previously made against Jews are now repackaged and levelled against Zionists.6

4.https://cst.org.uk/data/file/9/0/IncidentsReport2019.1580815723.pdf
5.https://cst.org.uk/data/file/a/c/Annual%20Review%202019-web.1583750042.pdf
6. https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/uk-governments-adoption-of-the-ihra-definition-of-antisemitism/
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Hold on … why is it written as ‘antisemitism’ rather
than ‘anti-Semitism’?
Well, there is no such thing as ‘semitism’ to which you can be ‘anti’. The word ‘semitic’ may refer to
languages from the region of the Middle East, but not to an ideology or a viewpoint with which

someone else may disagree. You can be anti-racist, anti-capitalist or anti-communist because you

could be racist, capitalist or community - the same cannot be said for being ‘Semitic’. Using the

spelling ‘anti-Semitism’ lends this form of racism the air of being a legitimate position, and so for
this reason, we recommending spelling it as ‘antisemitism’.
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What is the Blood Libel?

The Blood Libel is a centuries-old antisemitic myth which falsely claims that Jews murder
non-Jewish children, particularly Christian children, in order to use their blood in religious or

other rituals. The Blood Libel usually accuses Jews of using Christian blood as an ingredient in
unleavened bread for the Passover festival. Blood Libels have frequently led to pogroms and

mob violence against local Jewish communities, and remain a prevalent form of antisemitism
today.

Where did the Blood Libel come from?
One of the first recorded allegations of Blood Libel
occurred in Ancient Greece, according to the historian
Josephus, who wrote that Apion the Alexandrian
proclaimed that the Jews kidnapped a Greek each
year and offered them as a sacrifice before eating their
organs.1 During the Middle Ages, the Blood Libel spread
across Europe, and in 1144 the first European case of the
Libel occurred in Norwich, England. There, the Jewish
community were falsely blamed and punished for the
torture and murder of a young Christian boy named
William. Despite the fact that the only so-called evidence

for the Jews’ murder of William came from a dream William’s mother had had before his

disappearance, and the fact that the Sheriff of Norwich announced that the Jews were innocent,
the accusation that Jews killed Christian children and drank their blood gained recognition.2

How did the Blood Libel function throughout
history?

1. Albert Ehrman, The Origins of the Ritual Murder Accusation and Blood Libel, Tradition: A Journal of Orthodox Jewish Thought, Vol. 15, No. 4
(SPRING 1976), pp. 83-90
2. https://commons.und.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3025&context=theses
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In the centuries following the Libel in Norwich, over 100 Blood Libels were documented

in Britain and in Europe, many of which resulted in the massacres of Jews.3 One of the most
infamous libels took place in Lincoln, England, in 1255 and was known as the case of ‘Little
Saint Hugh’, who the Jews allegedly fattened for ten days before inviting all the Jews of

England to his crucifixion.4 Hugh was later venerated as Saint, and a shrine to him has been

in place at the Lincoln Cathedral since the expulsion of the Jews from England in 1290.
However, in 1955, the Church of England admitted that the legend of Little Saint Hugh
and the Blood Libel were false, and a plaque at the Lincolnathedral now recognises that the

“trumped up stories of ‘ritual murder’ … cost
many innocent Jews their lives”.
5

Blood Libels also played a role in the Spanish

Inquisition which began in 1492, where Conversos

(Jews who had converted to Christianity) were tortured

into confessing that the Chief Rabbi had murdered
and crucified a Christian child around the time of
Passover.6

Although Pope Gregory X (1271-1276) condemned

Christians who falsified reports of Jewish ritual murder,
occurrences of Blood Libels continued into modern
times, such as in Lublin, now Poland, in 1636 and in

Damascus, Syria, in 1840. The Blood Libel also made

its way into popular literary culture in Britain, such

as Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales - in the Prioress’s Tale,
Chaucer tells the story of a child murdered by Jews. 7

How does the Blood Libel manifest today?

Although the Blood Libel is less prevalent today than in past centuries, it is still perpetuated

around the world. For example, in March 2020, an Italian artist named Giovanni Gasparo painted
3. adl.org/education/resources/glossary-terms/blood-libel
4. https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/blood-libel
5. Coakley, Sarah; Pailin, David Arthur (1993). The Making and Remaking of Christian Doctrine: Essays in Honour of Maurice Wiles.
Clarendon Press.
6. https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/blood-libel
7. The Portable Chaucer: Revised Edition, Penguin, Translated and Edited by Theodore Morrison, 1977
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Martirio di San Simonino da Trento per omicidio rituale ebraico’ (The Martyrdom of St. Simon of
Trento in accordance with Jewish ritual murder), which depicted the Blood Libel. 8

However, the Blood Libel is more often evoked today in the Middle East in relation to Zionism

and the State of Israel. In 2012 Khaled Al-Zaafrani of the Egyptian Justice and Progress

Party stated on television that Jews ‘take a Christian child, slit his throat and slaughter him.
Then they take his blood and make their [matzah].’9 Similarly, in November 2015, a Hamas

official appeared on news networks in Gaza claiming that Jews ‘kill children and collect their

blood, in order to knead it into the bread that is eaten on Passover.’10 The Blood Libel was
also featured during a pro-Hamas rally in Seattle, USA, in 2014, during which marchers

carried posters showing Jews eating Christian children and drinking cups of their blood.11
Nevertheless, Jewish communal bodies have repeatedly stressed that it is possible to criticise

Israel without being antisemitics: if criticism of Israel or Israeli policy avoids antisemitic tropes,
it is unlikely to be antisemitic. As stated in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism, where

criticism of Israel is similar to criticism levelled against other countries or their governments, it is
unlikely to be antisemitic.

8. https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemitism/Italian-artist-accused-of-antisemitism-for-new-painting-of-blood-libel-622578
9. https://www.timesofisrael.com/egyptian-politician-revives-passover-blood-libel/
10. https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/blood-libel
11. https://forward.com/culture/320281/why-the-blood-libel-wont-die/
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So… is there any truth to the Blood Libel?

Absolutely, emphatically not - murder is a complete violation of Jewish law, explicitly prohibited
and goes against Jewish tradition and ritual. As stated in the Book of Leviticus, one of the five
books of the Old Testament, Jews are completely prohibited from consuming animal blood in
any form. Meat is salted so as to ensure an absolute absence of any blood in Jewish food, and

even the slaughter of animals is very strictly regulated in Jewish dietary law. The idea that Jews
are hungry for human blood is especially absurd, and feeds the notion that Jews are in some way

not human but bloodthirsty, vampiric beings. Despite this, the harmful myth of the Blood Libel
continues to thrive.
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Glossary
Matzah:

An unleavened bread made from flour and water that Jews eat as part of the Passover
celebration.
Passover:

Passover (also referred to as Pesach) is one of the most important Jewish festivals. The

week-long festival commemorates the emancipation of the Israelites from slavery in
Ancient Egypt and is celebrated through a number of rituals. These include the retelling

the Passover story during the traditional Passover meal called a Seder, removing leavened

foods from the home, and eating special foods such as Matzah (see above) and bitter
herbs to recall the Jews’ suffering as slaves in Ancient Egypt.
Zionism:

Zionism is the belief in the Jewish right for self-determination in the territory roughly

defined as the historic Land of Israel. Modern Zionism, as a national political movement,
emerged in the late 19th century in Central and Eastern Europe, in response to increasing
levels of antisemitism and also in line with the political mood of the era - which is

commonly referred to as the ‘Age of Nationalisms’. Theodore Herzl is often cited as the
father of modern political Zionism.
Pogrom:

An anti-Jewish riot, with the aim of massacring or expelling Jewish people. The term,
originally from Slavic languagues, has been used in English to describe attacks on Jews,

in the Russian Empire in the 19th and 20th centuries, and in various other contexts since.
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What are antisemitic Coronavirus conspiracies?

With the COVID-19 Coronavirus pandemic profoundly affecting all aspects of life across the

globe, many extremists and conspiracy theorists are looking for someone, or a group, to blame.
Unfortunately, antisemitic scapegoating for the pandemic has spread far and wide, particularly

on the internet. The Jewish community has not been the only one targeted because of the
pandemic, anti-Chinese racism has surfaced across the globe.1 Discrimination and racism caused

by Coronavirus conspiracies can be found all over the world, and Jews are frequently the target.

How do antisemitic Coronavirus conspiracies
manifest?

Antisemitic Coronovirus conspiracies surface and manifest in a number of ways, from general

theories to violent calls to infect Jews with the virus. Often found online, memes and other posts
have been shared thousands of times on mainstream social media platforms such as Twitter, as

well as on so-called free-speech platforms including 4Chan and 8Chan. However, Coronavirus
antisemitism has quickly spread offline, with numerous public figures around the world alluding
to Jews being the cause of the pandemic.

Have Jews been blamed for pandemics before?
Unfortunately yes - there is a long history
of Jews being scapegoated for outbreaks
of diseases. During the Black Death in the
mid-14th Century, where between 10-15
million people in Europe died of the Bubonic
Plague, Jews were blamed for poisoning
wells and therefore causing the disease.2

1. https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/sinophobic-racism-rise-coronavirus-research-trnd/index.html
2. https://www.bh.org.il/blog-items/700-years-before-coronavirus-jewish-life-during-the-black-death-plague/
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Arrests, confessions under torture and the burning of Jews took place, despite Pope Clement VI

stating Jews were not to blame. It is thought that 100,000 Jews were burned alive for this and
other antisemitic accusations in the period.3

In the 19th century, Jewish and Italian immigrants in New York City were blamed for the infectious
disease tuberculosis, which was branded ‘the Jewish disease’.4 In the 20th century, Jews were
blamed for typhus by the Nazis.5 Then in 2019, Jews were blamed for a measles outbreak in New
York City. 6

What are some examples of the conspiracies
connecting Jews and the Coronavirus?

One popular online conspiracy theory alleges that Jewish people created the Coronavirus in
order to ruin society and expand their supposed global influence and profit. This theory often
blames Jewish individuals, such as Jewish philanthropist George Soros . A similar albeit inverted

theory claims that the virus is a fake and that the pandemic is a myth, allowing Jews to undermine
societies around the world for their own profit. In both scenarios, the claim is that Jews have
engineered this global situation for their own gain.
One historical antisemitic trope that has been updated
for the pandemic, involves calling Jews the real virus
and the primary spreaders of the disease. As noted,
throughout history Jews have been compared to cancer,
tuberculosis, syphilis and other diseases; something
that must be eradicated. Adolf Hitler and the Nazis
called Jews a virus threatening Germany.7
One of the most violent and extreme forms of
Coronavirus-linked antisemitism is the call to spread
the flu to the Jews and kill them. This call is often shared
by neo-Nazis and White Supremacists who encourage
their followers to go to synagogues and places where
Jews may gather, in order to infect them.8

3. https://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/assets/pdf/education-outreach/Brief-History-on-Anti-Semitism-A.pdf
4. Cohn, Samuel K. “Pandemics: waves of disease, waves of hate from the Plague of Athens to A.I.D.S.” Historical journal (Cambridge, England)
vol. 85,230 (2012): 535-555
5. ibid
6. https://www.jweekly.com/2020/03/19/how-jews-have-fared-during-times-of-pandemic/
7. Cohn, Samuel K. “Pandemics: waves of disease, waves of hate from the Plague of Athens to A.I.D.S.” Historical journal (Cambridge, England)
vol. 85,230 (2012): 535-555.
8. https://www.thejc.com/news/us/white-supremacists-encourage-spreading-virus-to-jews-1.498371
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Are antisemitic Coronavirus conspiracies just an
online trend?

A number of studies have shown that hate and
conspiracies that begin online aren’t confined to
the internet for very long.9 COVID-19 conspiracies

entered the public discourse. US Republican
Congressional

candidate,

Joanna

Wright,

suggested the virus was linked to Bill Gates and

Jewish philanthropist George Soros.10 David Duke,
the longtime Ku Klux Klan leader, asked whether

“Israel and the Global Zionist elite” were “up to their
old tricks”.11 Bafta award-winning actress Rosana

Arquette posted a tweet alleging that Israel knew
about the virus for a year and put “lives at risk for
profit”.12 She later apologised.
The global nature of the internet has
given rise to the spread of these theories
across the world. In France, a caricature
of the former French health minister,
who is Jewish, depicted him pouring
poison into a well. It was shared on social
media thousands of times. Iranian stateowned Press TB claimed that “Zionists”
were to blame for Coronavirus, quoting
an article which said “America’s Jews
drive America’s wars”. Predictably, online
discourse has spread offline too, including,
for example, one case of a visibly religious
Jewish man refused an appointment

9 http://www.open-access.bcu.ac.uk/510/
10. https://besacenter.org/perspectives-papers/coronavirus-conspiracy-theories-jews/
11. https://www.ajc.org/news/global-trends-in-conspiracy-theories-linking-jews-with-coronavirus
12. https://jewishjournal.com/news/united-states/312350/rosanna-arquette-apologizes-for-israel-coronavirus-tweet/
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in a car shop in New York and ordered to leave, accused of spreading the virus.13

How have Jews really been responding to the
Coronavirus pandemic?

Far from what antisemitic Coronavirus conspiracies suggest, Jewish communities across the
globe have been contributing to the fight against Coronavirus. In the United States, half of all
plasma donors volunteering blood to help treat Covid-19 patients at one point, were Orthodox

Jews from New York.14 In the United Kingdom, members of the Jewish community have been

volunteering to help vulnerable people, cook food for NHS and care workers and creating safety
visors for frontline workers.15

13 https://www.algemeiner.com/2020/03/25/new-york-local-da-announces-discrimination-inquiry-into-car-dealership-where-hasidic-man-wastold-youre-spreading-the-virus/
14 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8312765/New-York-Orthodox-Jews-make-HALF-plasma-donors-giving-blood-treat-COVID-19patients.html
15 https://jewishnews.timesofisrael.com/meet-our-covid-19-community-heroes/
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Who is George Soros?

George Soros is a Hungarian-born American financier and investor. Born in 1930, Soros survived

the Nazi regime in Hungary thanks to his father securing false identity papers; changing the last
name from Schwartz and disguising their religion. Soros fled Hungary as the Second World War
drew to a close, and moved to the UK, where he worked as a railway porter, and studied at the

London School of Economics, before working in merchant banks and moving to the United States.
Soros’s subsequent success as a hedge-fund manager has made him one of the wealthiest men

in the world. He is a major political donor, funding US Democratic and other candidates, and has
given billions through his philanthropic organisation, Open Society Foundations, which supports
human rights and progressive causes in over 100 countries.

Why have conspiracy theories developed about
George Soros?
George Soros is one of the richest men in the
world, and he is Jewish - a combination that is
irresistibly fertile ground for some conspiracy
theorists. For centuries, tropes of the rich
Jewish

financier

pulling

political

strings

behind the scenes, or a shadowy cabal of Jews
controlling and manipulating world events,
have been used to try and cast doubts on the
motivations or aspirations of Jewish people.1
The Rothschilds were once the the focus of
these conspiracy theories. Over the past few
decades, and exponentially across social

1. https://antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/myths-and-misconceptions-may-2020-1-1.pdf
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media in recent years, Soros has become the conduit for this infamous trope.2 Across these

various conspiracy theories, Soros embodies the age-old antisemitic canard of the globalist,
disloyal Jewish mastermind who is working to undermine white, Christian social order to achieve
global control. His overt political activism is often used to falsely evidence such a plan.

In general, conspiracy theories about George Soros have been given prominence through their

amplification by world leaders and others. Many individuals with significant platforms have

suggested that Soros is in some way plotting a destructive revolution against the current world
order. In 2018, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan accused the “famous Hungarian Jew

Soros” of trying to divide and destroy nations by allegedly funding the 2013 Gezi Park protests.3 In

2018, President Donald Trump accused Soros of paying people to harass Senator Jeff Flake in an

elevator, in order to pressure him into voting against Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh.4
Rudy Giuliani, Donald Trump’s personal attorney, called Soros the “anti-Christ”5 and separately

said he was “intent on destroying our government for some sick reason of his that goes back to
his sick background.”6

What are some of the conspiracy theories about
Soros?

Both on the far-left and far-right, conspiracy

theories about George Soros have included

that he is responsible for: illegal immigration,

voter fraud, violent protests and Coronavirus,
another repackaging of a classic antisemitic
trope.

7

Specific claims include that he

was ‘behind’ or ‘owned’ protests against
Donald Trump, and the Black Lives Matter

demonstrations, this despite other prominent

donors to the BLM movement, like Beyonce,
making their involvement public.8

Soros has also been accused of collaborating with the Nazi regime, turning in fellow Jews to

be murdered. This, despite the fact that he was a child when the Nazis invaded Hungary (aged
2. https://antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/myths-and-misconceptions-may-2020-1-1.pdf; https://apnews.com/article/
f01f3c405985f4e3477e4e4ac27986e5
3. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-46347975
4. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1048196883464818688
5. https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/.premium-rudy-giuliani-called-george-soros-the-anti-christ-is-that-anti-semitic-1.6534666
6. https://www.jpost.com/american-politics/giuliani-says-soros-wants-to-destroy-government-due-to-his-background-639285
7. https://antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Coronaviru-antisemitism-May-2020.pdf
8. https://www.forbes.com/sites/sethcohen/2020/09/12/the-troubling-truth-about-the-obsession-with-george-soros/?sh=5336bc6d4e2e;
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-false-george-soros-claims/fact-checkfalseclaims-about-george-soros-idUSKBN23P2XJ
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between 9 and 14). Soros moved to London at the age of 17, by which time the war was over. He
says that as a younger teenager, he was placed with a government official, posing as the latter’s

godson, and that he witnessed the confiscation of Jewish property. Soros’s biographer Michael T
Kaufman goes into some detail about this particular event, specifying the name of the bureaucrat
Soros was placed with and the task that man, Baumbach, was asked to carry out – namely an
inventory of an estate left behind by a Jewish aristocrat fleeing the Nazis.9

Where are the theories about Soros spreading?

Predominantly online. Whilst antisemitic conspiracy theories about powerful Jewish financiers
have circulated for centuries, these dangerous tropes travel much further and faster through
social media. Analysis conducted by the Anti-Defamation League demonstrated that during

a four-day period in May 2020, negative and antisemitic tweets about George Soros soared
from some 20,000 a day to more than 500,000 in a single day, rising in tandem with the US-

wide demonstrations against the murder, at police hands, of George Floyd.10 The Institute

for Strategic Dialogue also identified a significant spike in mentions of George Soros on
Facebook, reaching the all-time high of 68,746 mentions in the month of May alone.11 George

Soros is also one of the main targets of the increasingly-mainstream conspiracy theory,
QAnon, which baselessly suggests that a secret cabal of Satan-worshipping Democrats

and billionaires is running the world, engaging in paedophilia and human trafficking.

9. https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/george-soros-ss-nazi-germany/
10. https://www.adl.org/blog/soros-conspiracy-theories-and-the-protests-a-gateway-to-antisemitism
11. https://www.isdglobal.org/digital_dispatches/soros-conspiracies-on-facebook-and-twitter-surge-during-george-floyd-protests/
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As with many other contemporary conspiracies, QAnon is rapidly transitioning from obscure

online message boards to well-known social media platforms, gaining even wider audiences for
antisemitic conspiracy theories.

What are the consequences of Soros conspiracies?

The online world can have significant and serious consequences for offline behaviours.12 Following
news reports of a migrant caravan approaching the US-Mexico border, Cesar Sayoc, a Floridian

man, named Soros repeatedly on social media, before sending pipe bombs to newsrooms,
Democrat politicians and to Soros himself. Despite there being no evidence of a connection
between Soros and the caravan, President Trump said of Soros’s involvement:

“I wouldn’t be surprised.
A lot of people say yes”13
Is it possible to criticise George Soros at all?

Of course, it is. Anyone is well within their rights to disagree with George Soros’s political and

philanthropic philosophy and activity. However, there is a difference between criticising Soros’s

political donations or outlook and accusing Soros of plotting a revolution to destroy world order.
Unfortunately, anti-Soros rhetoric is increasingly becoming what academic and former-politician
Micahel Ignatieff calls a “faithful reprise of every single trope of antisemitic hatred from the 1930s.”14

It is important to maintain a clear and unambiguous distinction between legitimate political criticism

of George Soros and antisemitic conspiracy theories. Memes and tropes of Soros as a global

puppet master should act as a warning sign: behind them sits age old tropes waiting to be reborn.

12. https://antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Online-Harms-Offline-Harms-August-2020-V4.pdf
13. https://www.snopes.com/ap/2020/06/21/george-soros-conspiracy-theories-surge-as-protests-sweep-us/
14. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/stories-49584157
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Misogyny

What is misogyny? What does intersectionality
mean?

Misogyny is prejudice, hatred and discrimination against women - similar to sexism. The notion
of intersectionality is relatively new to public discourse, but it suggests that different social

categories are inter-connected, such as race, class and gender. This means that specific types

of discrimination that at first may appear to be separate - such as sexism, homophobia or
antisemitism - overlap and reinforce one another, and that we have to acknowledge this in order
to confront the roots of social prejudices.

Jewish women are at the intersection of both antisemitism and misogyny, both of which involve

the notions of power, control and domination. Jewish women are considered different, forced

to place their Jewish identity at the forefront of their activism and commitments, rejected in

their identity from the common space. Jewish women’s voices are undermined as Jews when
discussing antisemitism, and are attacked as women when defending gender rights. Their voices
are being threatened in the public space under this dual attack.

Are there any antisemitic ideas that are specifically
targeted towards Jewish women?
Yes - one of the most common antisemitic tropes directed at Jewish women is that of the

‘Jewish Princess’. This image remodels the traditional antisemitic tropes onto a female form: she
is materialistic, money-grabbing, manipulative, shallow, crafty and ostentatious.1 According to
Professor Deborah Lipstadt, the Jewish Princess stereotype;

“is no less offensive just because the … Jew
has been updated and put into a skirt.””2
1. Evelyn Torton Buck, ‘From ‘Kike to Jap’: How misogyny, anti-semitism and racism construct the Jewish American Princess’
2. Deborah Lipstadt, ‘Anti-Semitism Plays Coy in ‘Jewish Princess’ Jokes’
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Nevertheless, this female version of the harmful Jewish stereotype is significantly less challenged
and provokes considerably less outrage.

Do Jewish women experience targeted abuse
online?

Unfortunately, studies have shown that they do. Women in general are subject to online

harassment at an overwhelmingly higher rate than men - a UN Commission in 2015 found that
73% of women surveyed had reported experiencing abuse online, with 18% (around 9 million

women) deeming it serious internet violence.3 Fundamentally, the internet has provided new,
more opaque channels for perpetrating violence against women and girls.4

This background of online abuse against women coincides with the growing trend of online
antisemitism - often placing Jewish women at the forefront of attacks. A report commissioned

by the Antisemitism Policy Trust and the Community Security Trust (CST) investigated the neoNazi web forum Stormfront, and found that it had over 9,000 threads related to feminism from its
inception in 1996. Of those threads, more than 60% mentioned Jews.5

Searches for Jewish Feminism on the far-right website Stormfront

3. https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2015/9/cyber-violence-report-press-release
4. https://www.womenlobby.org/IMG/pdf/hernetherrights_report_2017_for_web.pdf
5. https://antisemitism.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Web-Misogyny-2020.pdf
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A similar study into the online message board, 4Chan, found that there were, conservatively,
630,000 antisemitic posts in 2015, rising to 1.7 million in 2017. There were 530,000 misogynistic

posts in 2015 and 840,000 in 2017. Looking at posts containing both misogyny and antisemitism,
there was an 180% increase from 2015 to 2017.

What is the impact of online abuse in the real
world?

Antisemitic abuse towards public figures is unfortunately not uncommon. However, there is
evidence that female Jewish parliamentarians experience disproportionately high levels of

antisemitism, impacting public participation and democracy more widely.The report commissioned
by the Antisemitism Policy Trust and CST also found that female Jewish politicians were mentioned

14% more often than male Jewish politicians, and the two Jewish parliamentarians mentioned most

on Stormfront since the website’s founding were Rt Hon Dame Margaret Hodge MP and former
MP Luciana Berger. Their mentions far exceeded those of former Commons Speaker Rt Hon John

Dame Cressida Dick at the Sara Conference on Misogyny and Antisemitism

Catherine McKinnell MP takes a stand against antisemitic misogyny

Bercow MP and former opposition leader Rt Hon Ed Miliband MP, for example, both of whom
have Jewish ancestry.6
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Radio and TV host Emma Barnett and Rt Hon Dame Margaret Hodge MP talking at a conference on intersectional hate

This online abuse has had direct effects on female Jewish politicians. On 17 April 2018, a

general debate on antisemitism took place in the House of Commons, during which female MPs

movingly recounted their experiences of antisemitism.7 Luciana Berger spoke of the torrent

of antisemitic abuse she had been victim to, the extremity of which is evidenced in the four
convictions (including three imprisonments) which were subsequently implemented for the racist

abuse directed towards her over many years. Ruth Smeeth MP also emphasised the obscenity
of the antisemitic abuse she had been victim to, reading out the gravely abusive tweets she had
received, including:

“The gallows would be a fine and fitting place
for this d**e piece of Y*d s**t to swing from.“8
Antisemitic abuse towards female public figures is not a new phenomenon, and not only causes
psychological distress, but in some cases also inhibits their full democratic freedom. It also acts
as a bar to public life for young women and others, put off by the hatred they witness.

6. ibid
7. https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2018-04-17/debates/9D70B2B4-39D7-4241-ACF8-13F7DFD8AEB2/Anti-Semitism
8. ibid
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Is there anything we can do about this?

In 2018, the All-Party Parliamentary Group Against Antisemitism, with support from the
Antisemitism Policy Trust and the UK Government, hosted the ‘Sara Conference’. The aims of the

event were to increase awareness of the issues at hand through examining the intersectionality

of misogyny and antisemitism. The conference called on individuals, groups and governments
to refuse to engage in abuse, set appropriate rules or standards, to educate and expose to those

levelling abuse why they are wrong. The Sara Conference was the beginning of a conversation

and there must now be a consistent effort to mainstream concerns about gendered antisemitic
abuse, holding governments and also social media platforms to account. Consultations about
updating the law in Britain, to take account of intersectionality, are ongoing.
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Is antisemitism a party-political problem?

Nearly all UK political parties and movements have, at some point in their existence, faced
allegations of anti-Jewish racism. Antisemitism crosses the political spectrum and historical time
periods.

Does antisemitism manifest differently on the
political right and the political left?
Yes and no - antisemitic themes and terminology can often shift depending on the political

perspective of those employing them. However, despite the apparent differences, antisemitism
on both the right and left finds roots in some of the same antisemitic sources.

The age-old antisemitic conspiracy theory of

Jews’ global control of the banks, the media,

and politics for their own nefarious purposes,
can be presented in different ways. On
the far-left, this trope might be expressed

through hostility to so-called ‘global elites’,
in opposition to what some deem to be an
international capitalist system, underpinned
An image representing the age-old antisemitic trope of Jews as
puppetmasters

by international banking networks.1

While this antisemitic canard has sometimes centered on the Rothschild family, left-wing

antisemitism often now includes allegations of a ‘Zionist lobby’, or unnatural Israeli powers.
The suggestion being that Israel, here conceived of as both the collective ‘Jew’ and a capitalist
instrument or imperialist outpost, is somehow steering world politics from the shadows.2

On the far-right, the allegation of Jewish power is less often framed as anti-Israel rhetoric;
1. https://www.hopenothate.org.uk/2020/10/27/left-wing-antisemitism-an-explainer/
2. ibid
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instead, Jews are alleged to be secretly trying to destroy what its proponents term Western

white Christian society, through mass immigration, particularly from the Middle East.3 These

tropes, known as the White Replacement Theory, often focus on Jewish groups or figures,
for example, the Jewish billionaire philanthropist, George Soros.4 This theory has been

espoused by extremists responsible for terrorist attacks including the Christchurch Mosque
massacre in New Zealand, the murder of 11 Jewish worshippers at the Tree of Life Synagogue
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and at white supremacist rallies in Charlottesville,Virginia.5

Does antisemitism on the left or right occur in
mainstream UK political parties?
Yes, there have been reports of antisemitism in a number of parties.
The Labour Party has been marred with
allegations of antisemitism for several years.
In 2020, the Equality and Human Rights
Commission conducted an investigation
into antisemitism in the Labour Party, and
found that it had breached the Equality Act
in respect of its Jewish members, acting
unlawfully in respect of harassment, political
interference in antisemitism complaints, and
inadequate training for those handling the
complaints processes.6

An image posted on social media by a Green party representative who later
apologised

Labour MPs, Councillors, National Executive Committee members and others faced allegations

of antisemitism, and the Jewish Labour Movement has repeatedly explained the hurtful impact
that anti-Jewish racism had on its members and the wider Jewish community.7

Antisemitism is not restricted to the Labour Party, and allegations have been made against
Conservatives too. For example, during a House of Commons debate in 2014, Andrew Bridgen

MP suggested that ‘the political system of the world’s superpower and our great ally the United

States is very susceptible to well-funded powerful lobbying groups and the power of the Jewish
lobby in America.’8 Bridgen later confirmed that he still stood by his original statement. In 2016,

3. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/aug/05/great-replacement-theory-alt-right-killers-el-paso
4. https://www.forbes.com/sites/sethcohen/2020/09/12/the-troubling-truth-about-the-obsession-with-george-soros/?sh=5336bc6d4e2e
5. https://www.thejc.com/comment/opinion/conspiracism-threatens-both-jews-and-muslims-1.494417; https://www.adl.org/education/
references/hate-symbols/you-will-not-replace-us
6. https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/sites/default/files/investigation-into-antisemitism-in-the-labour-party.pdf
7. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/apr/28/timeline-events-leading-to-ken-livingstone-suspension-labour; https://news.sky.
com/story/12-shocking-claims-of-abuse-in-leaked-labour-antisemitism-dossier-11879053
8. https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm141013/debtext/141013-0002.htm; https://jewishnews.timesofisrael.
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Richard Fuller MP said of Sir Philip Green’s sale of department store BHS: ‘If the sale was done
on the understanding that it was avoiding responsibility for those pension losses, then the £1
received was the equivalent to 30 pieces of silver in his betrayal of the employees and pensioners

at BHS.’ It was suggested that the use of ‘30 pieces of silver’ was a reference to the price Judas
allegedly received for betraying Jesus and was particularly offensive when employed in reference
to a Jewish businessman.9

Former Liberal Democrat MP, David Ward, was expelled by his party in 2017 having accused
Jewish people of;

“inflicting atrocities on Palestinians”

Prior to this, in 2013, he signed the House of Commons Holocaust memorial book with a note
stating:

‘‘I am saddened that the Jews … could within
a few years of liberation from the death camps
be inflicting atrocities on Palestinians in the
new State of Israel and continue to do so on a
daily basis in the West Bank and Gaza.”
10

He also stated that it is ‘a shame there isn’t a powerful, well-funded Board of Deputies for Roma,’

playing into the age-old antisemitic trope that rich Jews buy power.11 In September 2020, the
Liberal Democrats were forced to suspend a London mayoral candidate,12 Geeta Sidhu Robb, for
previously urging Muslim voters not to vote for a Jewish candidate. Footage emerged showing
Geeta Sidhu Robb saying, ‘Don’t vote for a Jew, Jack Straw is a Jew,’. She has apologised for her
comments. 13

In 2018, the Scottish National Party (SNP) suspended party member Gareth Wardell for a blog

post that Wardell denied was antisemitic - despite citing Hitler and Mein Kampf, to criticise a
prominent Jewish Labour activist.14 In November 2015, former Scottish MP Sandra White

retweeted a cartoon image of piglets representing amongst others the US, UK, and Al Qaeda,
9. https://www.thejc.com/comment/opinion/green-bhs-and-the-ethics-of-business-1.56330
10. https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/liberal-democrat-mp-david-ward-in-row-over-holocaust-remarks-g9bhnkrwffw
11. https://www.thejc.com/comment/leaders/libdem-s-inaction-over-david-ward-is-contemptible-1.51120
12. https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/lib-dem-geeta-sidhu-robb-dropped-over-antisemitism-qsrvnccfb
13. ibid
14. https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/17188181.blogger-snp-anti-semitism-row-defends/
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suckling a large pig with the word ‘Rothschild’ emblazoned across it, together with other
antisemitic imagery.15A party spokesperson, and Sandra White herself, later apologised.16

An image retweeted on social media by an SNP representative who later apologised

How can antisemitism in politics be countered?

Ultimately, educating oneself and others about anti-Jewish racism is key to rooting out antisemitism
across society, including in politics. There are many examples of politicians who, having previously
been accused of antisemitism, participate in antisemitism training programmes and are better

equipped to identify antisemitic tropes and misinformation. Neale Hanvey of the SNP, for example,
has detailed his experience and the impact that learning more about antisemitism had on his
understanding of the phenomenon.17
Society bears a collective responsibility to
tackle racism. Challenging antisemitism, so
long as it is safe to do so, is an vital act. Having
appropriate legal frameworks and antidiscrimination policies in place is critical. It is,
however, also important that individuals not
engage in so-called ‘whataboutery’, ignoring
what happens in their own backyard, whilst
pointing the finger of blame elsewhere.

An image in which Donald Trump is supposedly duped by Jews

15. https://www.thejc.com/news/uk/snp-politician-apologises-for-offence-caused-by-antisemitic-tweet-1.62132
16. ibid
17. https://jewishnews.timesofisrael.com/mp-suspended-after-using-antisemitic-language-on-social-media-readmitted-to-snp/
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For parliamentarians of any party, they can also show their solidarity joining the All-Party

Parliamentary Group Against Antisemitism, and many have. The group runs event briefings,
and overseas visits, and has delivered three major inquiries which have changed the face of

British action against antisemitism. Most importantly, it works on the principle that in any party,
members will face down the problems on their own side, because antisemitism is not a partypolitical phenomenon.
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Case Studies from The Million
1) George Stoakley

In April 2018, George Stoakley, Conservative Council candidate for Fen Ditton and
Fulbourn in Cambridgeshire, was suspended pending investigation after five-year-old
antisemitic and homophobic posts were found on social media including one that he
was “sweating like a Jew in an attic”.
Read More : Sky | Read More : Jewish News
2) Lyall Duff

In 2012, Scottish National Party council candidate, Lyall Duff, resigned from the party

following the revelation of dozens of antisemitic, anti-Muslim, misogynistic and

homophobic comments made online. The council candidate for North Lanarkshire,
wrote, “kick every Jew out and send them back to Israel without tanks, f*** them too, give

them back what’s theirs, f*** all.” Duff has also written about “y**s versus Ragheads and
Gaza” and stated that “Y*d ladies were always fit although the y*d men wore them silly
wee ‘hats’ that made them look almost raghead”. Duff later apologised for his comments
after the SNP rescinded his membership and he consequently resigned as a candidate.
Read More : Jewish Chronicle
3) Vicki Kirby

A Labour activist and former candidate, was suspended by Labour in 2014 over a
series of Twitter posts in which she claimed Jews have “big noses”, are responsible

for “slaughtering people”, and called Adolf Hitler a “Zionist God”. The Woking activist

received a second suspension after she had been re-admitted following a hearing in 2014.
Read More : Twitter | Read More : Independent | Read More : Huffington Post
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4) Trayon White Senior
Washington DC local lawmaker, Councilman Trayon White Senior apologised for
sharing a video based on a conspiracy theory that Jewish financiers control the

weather. He had posted a video of snow flurries and warned of “climate manipulation”,
blaming the Rothschild family. Mr White apologised for his comments on social media
and said he “did not intend to be anti-Semitic”.
Read More : BBC
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